Indian Energy Minerals Forum
2022 Webinar Series #3

The Indian Energy Minerals Forum originates from continued engagement with energy and mineral stakeholders since a one-day seminar on Indian Energy Minerals was held at the Reservation Economic Summit March 2020, Las Vegas, Nevada, followed by a 2-webinar series during the Summer of 2020 following up on key topics generated from the seminar.

In 2021, with United States Department of Energy (DOE), the United States Energy Association (USEA), Sagebrush Hill Group LLC (SHG) and industry partners, the Indian Energy Minerals Forum Series #2 continued and presented six tribal energy webinars with a special focus on the national agenda of carbon reduction and clean energy, carbon resource tribal dependency, energy self-determination through environmental best practices, securing public-private funding for tribally lead private partnerships, developing access to new energy markets through new and integrated infrastructure development, and best practices for strategic utilization of resources and technology for Indian Country. This series was insightful and resulted in a request for a Series #3.

With the United States Department of Energy and the United States Energy Association as continued partners, Sagebrush Hill Group LLC is presenting Indian Energy Minerals Forum 2022 Webinar Series #3. This series will expand and continue the Tribal Energy dialogue with emphasis on reaching, closing, and starting tribal energy projects on tribal lands with tribes achieving energy sovereignty.

The upcoming webinars are offered at no cost and scheduled at 10:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. Pacific Time (PT) the 1st and 3rd Thursday of each month beginning in May 2022. The webinars will be hosted via videoconferencing by the United States Energy Association.
Topics for the third series includes:

- **Webinar #1**: Webinar Series Introduction and Regulatory, Compliance and the Role of Tribal Energy Development with our Federal Agencies
- **Webinar #2**: Tribal Water-Energy Nexus
- **Webinar #3**: CO2 sequestration and Carbon Capture on Reservations
- **Webinar #4**: Tribal Hydrogen Hubs
- **Webinar #5**: Helium and other Rare Earth Elements on Indian Lands
- **Webinar #6**: Tribal Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG)